Abstract. Environments can range from low peclet numbers in which diffusion is predominant to high peclet numbers in which turbulence and advection occur. Control algorithms deployed on robotic platforms to monitor spatiotemporal distributions are often very specific to a particular peclet number environment and suffer reduction in efficiency when used in another peclet number environment. This paper investigates this issue and proposes the development of a pollution monitoring controller that can be used in various environments possessing different peclet numbers. A diffusion based controller and a controller that uses velocity flow information present in the environment are used as candidates for investigation. Even though the diffusion based controller lacks the ability to find a pollution source in a high turbulent environment, it still possess a desirable characteristic that could be used to map a pollution plume in a seaport environment.
Introduction
Monitoring pollution levels in the natural environment as become a major priority for governments around the world due to the issue of global warming. This is especially true as rises in sea levels have been recorded in low level areas around the world. Global warming has also resulted in an increase in specie invasion of habitats not native to them because of rises in sea temperature and the extinction of wild life [1] . As a result of this, researchers in the mobile sensor field have been developing various techniques to monitor the environment. This includes developing algorithms that would enable a swarm of agents form the spatial distribution of a pollutant as in [2] [3] . Also, algorithms have been developed that enable a single agent find a pollution source as in [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In the natural marine environment flow conditions can vary from one area to another depending on the topology of the environment and speed of flow of the water. These conditions can vary from very low peclet number in which diffusion is predominant (e.g reservoirs or man made lakes) to very high peclet numbers in which naturally occurring chemicals such as pheromone experience a combination of diffusion, advection and turbulent mixing with the water medium (e.g a river at high tide). In such turbulent environments, chemicals often undergo turbulent "tearing" from the main chemical plume resulting in a patchy pollutant distribution. Organisms living in these different conditions have developed different schemes that enable them to deal with challenges posed by their environment. For example, in diffusion based environments, the bacteria has developed a gradient based scheme that enables it to find food sources while the male moth uses a zigzag casting procedure to fly cross wind in a turbulent windy environment to find a female moth for mating. Strategies used by these organisms and others have inspired various algorithms that have been deployed on robots to find and characterize pollution sources in the environment. For example, [8] [9] used bacterial inspiration to develop controllers for spatial source quantity pollution source localisation in a diffusion based environment while [5] [7] used inspiration from the moth to develop casting maneuvers to find sources in a turbulent environment.
However, these source localisation techniques are often restricted to one kind of environment and the technique either fails when used in another environment or reduces in efficiency. For example, the method used by [5] [7] depends on the flow information in the environment to aid agents in moving upstream towards the pollution source. This method works very effectively when a velocity flow field is present but fails when there is no such information or no flow in the environment such as in a diffusion based environment. A diffusion based controller such as a bacteria controller does not rely on flow information but can only find its food sources reliably in a diffusion based environment. Having mentioned that, it has been observed that marine bacteria can find food sources in the ocean which is a high turbulent environment.
In this paper, we compare and investigate the advantages of both techniques and then investigate a controller that could work effectively in both environments. According to present knowledge, no pollution source seeking controller has taken into account working in two different conditions of low peclet and medium to high peclet number environments. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we discuss the controllers that would be investigated in this study, in section 3 the experimental setup is discussed while in we present experimental results in section 4 and then conclude with discussion and future work direction in section 5.
Technical Approach

Diffusion Based Controller
There has been various investigations into the development of controllers that can operate in diffusion like environments. For example, Mayhew et al used inspiration from a line minimization-based algorithm in [10] to develop a robust source-seeking hybrid controller. In their work, gradient information and exact coordinates of the vehicles (For vehicles in GPS denied environments) were not needed. In [11] , Baronov et al developed a hybrid reactive control law that enables an agent to ascend or descend along a potential field. However, some researchers have looked towards nature and taken inspiration from the bacteria as in [8] and [9] . In [8] , Marques et al compared a rule based bacteria controller with the silkworm algorithm amongst other algorithms while in [9] , Dhariwal et al used a keller segel model of bacteria population as an inspiration to develop a source seeking controller.
In this work, the Berg and Brown model [12] is used because of its ease of analysis and ability to compare the behaviour of the bacteria algorithm driven robots with biological results. In addition, this model was chosen above models such as the one in [13] because it was deemed sufficient to implement a biased random walk. Furthermore, it gives the user the ability to control both the exploratory and exploitation behaviour of robotic agents through the tuning of its parameters.
The bacterium motion is governed by a series of tumbles and run phases. A run phase can be viewed as a straight line for simplicity purposes while the tumble phase can be viewed as reorienting itself to a randomly chosen direction. When the bacteria is moving towards a favorable food source, the run phase is increased in duration whilst if moving in an unfavourable direction, the tumble phase is increased. This was discovered and modelled by Berg and Brown according to the equations 1 to 3.
τ is the mean run time and τ o is the mean run time in the absence of concentration gradients, α is a constant of the system based on the chemotaxis sensitivity factor of the bacteria, P b is the fraction of the receptor bound at concentration C. In this work, C was the present reading taken by the Robotic agent. k d is the dissociation constant of the the bacterial chemoreceptor. dt is the weighted rate of change of P b , while τ m is the time constant of the bacterial system. The above equations determine the time between tumbles and hence the length of the run phase between tumbles. During the tumble phase, the agent can randomly choose a range of angles in the uniform distribution σε{0..., 360}.
In addition to the above equations, we also use a "foraging equation" that controls the velocity of the agents. This equation enables agents to dwell longer in areas of high pollution concentration and lesser in areas of low pollution concentration. This equation is presented in equation 4 where β is the dynamic velocity that depends on the present reading of the pollution C, β o is the standard velocity without any reading and v k is a constant for tuning the dynamic velocity β.
The bacteria controller has previously discussed does not rely on flow information and needs only a pollution measuring sensor.
A Flow Information Controller
Most controllers that use flow information to navigate towards the source of a pollution are inspired by the moth behaviour. Examples include the spiral surge algorithm developed by Hayes et al in [5] and casting algorithms developed by Li et al in [7] . The spiral surge algorithm is suitable for high turbulent conditions in which there are patchy distributions of pollution. Nevertheless, the flow information controller that was chosen in this investigation was the one developed in [7] because of its performance in field trial tests. The passive strategy for maintaining contact with plume was chosen. The strategy relies on having a sensor that reads both the medium's flow information and a sensor for detecting pollution levels C. Whenever the pollution sensor detects a value above threshold υ , the agent gets the flow information in its immediate vicinity and moves upstream.
As mentioned previously, chemicals in a turbulent environment often undergo "tearing" leading to a patchy distribution in addition to meandering in a non-uniform environment. As a result, of the patchiness of the plume, it is possible that the agent might not have any reading during its upstream travel for sometime even though it is on course towards the source of the plume.
In order to solve this, a constant κ is used. If the pollution sensor reading C at time t has been above the threshold υ for the last κ seconds t [t − κ, t], then it is assumed that the agent is still in contact with the plume and upstream motion is continued. Every time an above threshold reading is obtained, a variable T LAST is set to the current time t. Another variable called T LOST is used to determine when the plume is lost and is calculated by using T LOST = T LAST + κ. When T LOST is equal to T LAST + κ, the agent tries to reacquire the plume by going at 90
• to the present direction of the agent. This is carried out by using equations 5 and 6 where ζ v is the commanded heading of the vehicle, ζ u is given by equation 7 and ψ can be either −90 or +90 depending on equation 6. The agents uses equation 7 to go upstream and this is obtained by adding 180
• to the instantaneous wind direction ζ w .
In this investigation, κ was set to 1000 ms and υ set to 1. For more information on the flow controller and its pseudo code implementation, the reader is referred to [7] .
Experimental Setup
In order to develop the plume used in these studies, an environment was constructed as shown in Figure 1 . The environment had dimensions of 400 by 1000 with obstacles placed in it to generate its boundaries. Computational fluid dynamics simulation was then performed on this environment using OpenFoam computational fluid dynamics package. Flow vectors were obtained from the simulation carried out. The plume puffs were constructed from a Gaussian distribution of particles around a mean point μ that was advected from the plume source according to the flow field. The spread or standard deviation ω of the distribution of particles was increased according to the equation 8.
Where k is a constant that can be tuned to the user's preference.
In this way, the plume shown in Figure 1 was obtained. By multiplying the flow vectors with either a constant or random value, it is possible to control the x and y speeds of the plume resulting in either a defined plume with a predictable path or a meandering plume. In this case, the x and y speeds x v and y v were set to 14 times their scalar values. In Figure 1 , it can be observed that the plume was more patchy towards the source. This is because the flow field energy was strong in the narrow space. However this energy dissipated after the area enlarged resulting in a less patchy section of the plume. This energy was slightly regained in the lower section of the simulated environment resulting in a patchy plume again. The agents in our simulations were equipped with noiseless sensors that could read the concentration of particles by counting the number of particles in a 10 by 10 grid around their position. 
Results
Before investigating the possibility of developing a controller that could work in both a diffusion based environment and a medium to high peclet environment, we tested both schemes to see their performance in both scenarios.
Diffusion Based (Low Peclet Number) Environment
In this environment, the speeds for x and y directions, x v and y v , were set to zero so that the plume puffs were not advected. The source of the pollutant was placed at (x, y) = (200, 550) in the section of the environment as shown in Figure 2 (a) where diffusion was most likely to occur as a result of low flow energy as discussed previously. 50 agents for each technique were placed at the same position at (x, y) = (70, 500) on the fringes of the generated pollution as shown in Figure 2 (a) and allowed to run. The oval shaped agents are those running the flow controller method described in section 2.2 while the square agents are those running the bacteria method. An agent is assumed to have found the source if it was within 10 by 10 units of the source. It was discovered that none of the agents using the flow method discovered the source as a result of not having any flow information against which they could navigate. This can be seen more clearly by considering equation 7 in which once pollution is detected, the agent would always move in a ζ w (t) + 180
• direction. As there was no flow information, ζ w (t) would be equal to zero resulting in the agents moving in the direction 180
• away from the pollutant as seen in Figure 2(b) . Since the flow controller method is deterministic and the pollutant is static in our experiments, all the 50 agents behaved deterministically resulting in all of them having the same final position as seen in Figure 2(b) .However, 48 out of 50 of the agents using the bacteria controller however were able to find the source after 5 minutes of run time with an average of 2052 iterations.
In this experiment, the β o for the bacteria controller was set to 64 with a velocity limit of 10 in order to enable the agents explore the environment aggressively while α = 500 and k d = 10 in order to achieve faster exploitation towards the source when in the pollutant. From previous experiments carried out in [14] [15], it was observed that α was responsible for controlling the rate of descent or exploitation while k d was responsible for controlling the level of chemical sensitivity of the agent. The higher k d the more the agents stick to the pollutant particles. As a result, by using the parameter values as above, the agent stuck to the pollutant particles whilst achieving faster descent towards the source. For more information about tuning the bacteria controller, the reader is referred to [14] [15] . 
Medium to High Peclet Environment
The oval agents representing those using the flow controller method were placed in a well established plume as shown in Figure 3 (a) with the blue square indicating the source. It was discovered that all the agents were able to find the plume source for this method with an average iteration of 230. However, for the bacteria controller, the technique failed to follow the plume as is shown in Figure 4 (a). The boundaries of the environment were deliberately not considered in this experiment for comparison purposes. Reliance on the gradient information makes the bacteria controller fail because it is not possible to get that information in such a turbulent environment. Nevertheless, it was discovered that if the straight runs were modified into circular casting motions by using a biological inspired step angle of σ 59 degrees ± rand() based on the S.putrefaciens tracking a falling algae, it is possible to obtain an emergent characteristic as shown in Figure 4 (b) to 4(d) .
This characteristic enabled some of the agents to find the source even though it took a larger number of iterations (over 5000) compared to the flow controller method whilst Red was used for the square shaped agents so that it could stand out of the black boundary. Their size was also made smaller so that the forming of the shpae of the plume could be seen more clearly.
still forming the shape of the plume as shown in Figure 4 (d). The plume in Figure 4 (d) was deliberately left out to show that the agents followed the structure of the plume. This behaviour was obtained by using the bacteria parameters k d = 1000, α = 500, τ o = 2, β o = 6 in order to achieve more exploitation when in the plume than exploration of the environment. Another emergent property that was discovered was that when an agent got to the source, the agent stopped moving. Stopping at the source was something not programmed into the agent's behaviour. This property could be as a result of the k d parameter being saturated and could be used as a way of declaring the source of the plume. By changing the sign in equation 3 to negative as in − dC dt , it was possible to make the bacteria dwell on the outskirts of the plume as shown in Figure 4 (e) and Figure 4(f) . In this case, the agents were always pushed to the boundary of the plume whenever they come into contact with the plume. This behaviour could be used to contain the pollution plume whilst tracing its shape and moving to the source.
Combining Controllers
From the results of the experiments carried out above, the ordinary bacteria controller works well in a diffusion based environment while when a medium to high peclet number environment. However, after modifying its straight runs to circular motions, it is capable of finding the source of the pollution whilst characterizing or providing a visual map of the plume. On the other hand, the flow controller method only works in a medium to high peclet environment but its efficiency at finding the source of the plume is much better compared to the bacteria controller. As a result, we propose the following hybrid control law:when working in a low peclet environment, the bacteria controller should be used. However, when working in a high peclet environment, the user can either choose the bacteria controller with circular runs if the aim is plume characterization or the flow controller method if the aim is finding the source of the plume quickly.
Conclusion
In this work, we have compared the performances and characteristics of two different source seeking controllers-a flow based controller and a gradient based bacteria inspired controller. We have presented results that show that by modifying the bacteria controller's run phase from purely straight runs to circular runs, it is possible to use it to find the source of a plume in a medium peclet environment. However, its performance is not as good as the flow based controller. Nevertheless, this shows that the bacteria controller can work in both low and medium peclet number environments paving the way towards a multi peclet number source seeking controller. On the other hand, the flow based controller can only work in a medium peclet number environment where information about flow is present but not in a low peclet number environment where flow information is absent. In the future, we plan to mathematically investigate the characterization property of the bacteria inspired controller.
